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TRIPLE i
in suicidology

1 – 2 June 2017

TRIPLE i in Suicidology is an annual international
conference on suicidology with an unique structure,
held in the urban centre of Piran (Slovenia, EU) –
the jewel of North Adriatic coastal towns.
zivziv.si/triple-i
I follow my intuition…
having long talks with experts and colleagues…
In recent years, the conference has developed into a
platform for fruitful discussions among distinguished
experts in suicide research and prevention, interacting with
young and perspective suicidologists and other mental
health professionals.
I imagine more than ever…
we discuss old and new ideas in suicidology…
The programme includes topics of suicide research and
clinical work with suicidal patients, bereaved people and
intervention effectiveness. Speakers have more time
than in usual conferences to present their experiences
and participants are invited to share their views.
I love to innovate… and get feedback on how
my innovations might change the world for
better…
You are invited to present your creative ideas and
get input from our distinguished guests. The
conference is intentionally kept small, to create a
friendly environment where participants can truly
interact with the experts and learn from them.

Let the TRIPLE i Conference be an opportunity for you to express and practice your intuition,
imagination and innovative ideas. Our aim is to increase awareness and knowledge about suicide
and thus contribute to the development of suicide prevention and postvention activities.

Host city:

Piran (sLOVEnia)
One of the most photogenic cities in the Mediterranean, Piran has preserved its unsurpassed
charm. Enter the picturesque Piran, get to know its rich history and culture, and listen to the stories
of our people.
In Piran, you will be charmed by the narrow streets within the old town wall. In the main square,
you will be greeted by the statue of the most famous man in Piran, the well-known Giuseppe
Tartini, composer and virtuoso violinist. On the pier, you can catch sight of fisherman unravelling
fishing nets.
Close to your hearth…
• by plane: 30 minutes from Trieste (IT), 1 hour from Ljubljana (SI) , 1 hour from Pula (CRO) airports
• by boat: From Venice (IT) a 2,5h boat trip
• by car: Venice (IT) - 2h, Zagreb (CRO) - 2,5h, Vienna (AU) - 5h, Budapest (H) - 5½h,
Munich (DE) - 5½h, Beograd (SR) - 6h,
On the sunny side of the Alps...
In spring and summer the weather at the Slovene coastal-area is usually
quite spectacular (sea and air temperature around 25° C)

Having coffee, lunch or dinner surrounded by sounds of the sea will ensure pleasant
memories for a long time to come.

